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Get over the "fear of public speaking" hurdle for a successful life and career!

Does the very thought of speaking in public send chills down your spine? Do you
fear 'blanking-out' in mid-presentations? You no longer need to be hassled when
faced with speaking publicly. Help is on the way with this audio learning event
where you'll get proven tips on presenting in front of and impacting your
audiences in exactly the manner you want.

Jeff Davidson — our public speaking expert — is your guide in the endeavor to be a
calm and persuasive speaker, in meetings of crowds large and small.

Just 60 minutes with our expert presenter will give you an insight on:

Simple ways to ensure that your content is always fresh
How to make use of humor —  especially in high content presentations
Why do presentations fail?
Induce listeners to fall into a "story trance"
Which speakers get invited back and why!
And much more!

You're sure to gain a sense of accomplishment, even mastery, in making presentations
that keep your audiences interested and engaged!

Bonus: Be a speaker par excellence! Ask all your pub speaking questions during our
live, interactive Q&A session with Jeff Davidson!

Order Below or Call  866-574-1995……Today!
       

Your Expert Speaker

 Jeff Davidson is the work-life balance expert for our time-pressed
workforce.  In 1995, Jeff founded the Breathing Space Institute
based in North Carolina and on the web at www.breathingspace.com.
As demonstrated at more than 750 live presentations, he is a
captivating speaker and presenter, able to hold an audience's
attention by combining outstanding content with humor, flare and
inspiration.

Jeff is the author of 56 mainstream books including Breathing Space:
Living and Working at a Comfortable Pace in this Sped-up Society, the Complete Idiot's
Guide to Reaching Your Goals and The 60-Second Self-Starter. He's been quoted in
publications such as the New York Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, USA
Today, Christian Science Monitor, USAir Magazine, American Way and Delta Sky, and
has been featured on 175 TV and radio talk shows. His latest CD audio book, The
Power of Simplicity, is a 4-disk set which offers instructions on simplifying every part of
one's professional and personal life.

Register to attend online now!

Use this online form to register and receive your reference materials and information
pack. Select items below and click ADD TO CART below to continue.

Special Offer From Our Partner

Yes! Please include a FREE 1-month trial to The Complete Dartnell
Productivity Library, an online collection of Dartnell Publishing's management,
customer service, and employee productivity newsletters. Stay up to date on the
trends, tricks, and techniques that affect your bottom line.

Once you try the service, if you decide that it's not for you, just call 1-800-477-4030
to cancel and owe nothing. If you continue service, you'll be charged the monthly rate
of $9.95 after your trial period ends. Learn More Now!
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